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SALES CIRCUIT REPORT, APRIL 20, 1973:
Manager: Felix Ganz, Apt . 3303, 1130 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 60605.

Sales have passed $500 -- not bad in less than three months'
functioning of this society service . Almost 50 books, envelopes and other ag-
glomerations of Swiss material have been submitted, and some of it is mak-
ing the rounds the second time, in order to get maximum sales results.

One request to members of the sales circuit : PLEASE always return a
"sales slip" to the sales manager after you have forwarded the packet to
the next member . This must be done even if you should, once in a while, not
find anything suitable in a circuit . -- And a second request : PLEASE follow
all sales circuit regulations, and particularly the one asking you to mail
an "arrival" card to the fellow member ahead of you on the list . -- So far,
we had no losses, and a couple of unsigned spaces could be traced to simple
forgetfulness (the stamps were paid for) ; but there is no sense in taking
chances.

And now a request to you others, the anonymous non-joiners : COME IN
and find out what you are missing in the way of not building your own col-
lections by taking advantage of other members' duplicates .

	

FXG.

New membership cards will be issued to all of the membership. After you receive yours-

kindly use the new number for identification . If anyone has not received a copy of
the membership roster, kindly let us know and one will be sent.

Dr. Ganz has sent us a couple of notes, listed below, on TWO NEW LIECHTENSTEIN

POSTAL CARDS, and an additional note on the new SWISS POSTAL CARDS.

THE 1973 30 CTS . SWISS POSTAL CARD FOR INLAND USE

Early in January, at the same time that the various 15 centime stamps ap-
peared in booklet pane, tête-bêche, interspace, and coil form, the Swiss
PTT -- as is probably generally known -- issued a new 30 centimes postal
card, good for paying the inland postage as well as postage to all CEPT
countries in Western and Central Europe . What may not be known by all
collectors of Swiss postal stationery is the fact that these, cards come
in two forms : 1) loose (cut on all four sides, and available thus from
post office counters and eventually from card-dispensing machines) and
2) in booklet form (10 cards to the booklet) whereby the cards are about
¼" longer on the left side, showing a staple hole in the selvedge as well
as a roulette line between the card's left margin and its selvage .--The
line separating the stamp and slogan atop the card from the address part
continues into the selvage ; thus these booklet cards should be collected
with the selvage adhering . -- The cards are available from the PTT Phila-
telic Offices at Parkterrasse, 3001 Bern, Switzerland .
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THE 1973 REVALUED POSTAL CARDS OF LIECHTENSTEIN

Without any pre-announcement, and without any special first day service,
Liechtenstein, on February 1, 1973 (announced officially only on Febru-
ary 19 in the PTT News) put into circulation revalued postal cards, to
use up their present stock of existing postal cards that still represent ,
the old rates good through January 1, 1973.
The new postal card rates are 30 cts . for an inland card (same rate as
for a letter) and cards destined for CEPT countries in Europe, and 40 c.
for addressees in other countries, seamail (

USA, South America, Russia, Japan, Australia, India, etc .).
Since Liechtenstein had produced a set of eleven different inland cards
back in 1967 (each showing a different pen drawing of a Liechtenstein
village at left, plus the village's name and coat of arms in the stamp),
there are eleven different revalued cards, 30 on 20, available, with the
coat of arms of Balzers, Triesen, Triesenberg, Vaduz, Schaan, Planken,

Mauren, Eschen, Ruggell, Schellenberg, and Gamprin-Bendern respectively.
Fortunately only the loose cards were revalued (and NC double cards seem
to have been revalued, either) . According to information received from
the Philatelic Agency in Vaduz (that still sells these cards) the postal
card booklets of eleven different cards (all with a perforated margin at
left, or with a selvage at left) no longer exist, and none of these cards
were revalued.
In addition to the eleven inland cards, the single foreign rate card (of
formerly 30 cts .), showing the principality's coat of arms and a forest
scene, was revalued to 40 cts . 	 FXG
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THE END OF STAMPED SBB/CFF FREIGHT ARRIVAL NOTICE POSTAL CARDS.

From 1912 to 1972 (?) the Swiss National Railways (SBB/CFF/FFS), as well
as certain private railroads used special postal cards (cf. the Zumstein
Swiss Postal Stationery Catalog or the Higgins & Gage Postal Stationery
Catalogue, section Switzerland) to announce the arrival of regular freight,
fast freight, or custom goods to their customers . The cards, since 1912
had a stamp imprinted in the upper right hand corner, and since 1954 the
cards' front also showed a picture of some aspect of freight handling, etc.
With the raising of the inland card rates to 30 cts . the SBB changed over
to bulk mailing accounting . To use up the old cards, some were produced
with the value tablet blackened out and a "bulk mail rate" notice printed on.
Others have been seen with a gummed sticker attached and the value unchanged .



D) Several ship station cancellations (of towns on this lake's shores that do not have any rail
connection, nor adequate bus service, and thus really depend on the boat services) are seen reasonably

often (Fig .33-40) . Their use foIlows the same regulations (established about 1924) that govern the use,
notably on weekends when the regular town post office is closed, of similar-shaped railroad station
cancellations . Any maiI deposited in the station mailbox (or in our case here on the village pier) MUST
be canceled , by the station master on Saturday afternoons, on Sundays, and on days that generally fall
into the category of holidays so as to assure delivery on the morning of the next working day . Prior

to 1924 or so the crew of the ship seems to have emptied the pier mail boxes, and straightline posting
marks were affixed most likely in the SPO of the respective ship . Since then, however, a variety of
oblong or rectangular ship station marks serve the same purpose, and the ship's crew merely trans-
ports the various sacks or bundles of mail . From Lake Lucerne are known to this writer as bonafide
station markings (some with anchor, some without) the following: Treib (Seelisberg), Kehrsiten Dorf,
Weggis (quite common), Vitznau (common), Hertenstein, Gersau (common), Buochs, and Beckenried.

Others may exist, such as Bauen, Kastanienbaum, Isleten-Isenthal, Ennetbürgen, or Tellsplatte ; and
reports from such places -- preferably with a xerox -- will be very much appreciated. Usual, but
not constant recognition sign of these ship station marks is the abbreviation D.G . V. or SGV, the sign
of the ship company operating all lake vessels.

V . Lake Zurich (Zürichsee ; Cantons of Zurich, Schwyz, and St. Gall)
A) An excellent article by Alfred H . Müller (in SAV/SSV Bulletin ; Zürich, Switzerland, #48 and 49;

February and June, 1968 , translated and abridged for Helvetia Society Newsletter (London), Jan . to May
L969) eliminates the need of discussing the SPOs on this lake at great length . SPOs were established

Zürichsee, along both shores, between Zürich and Rapperswil in 1868, and the earliest cancellations

read either L .U . (left shore ; linkes Ufer ; 2 types) or R .U. (rechtes Ufer ; right shore) (Fig . 41-42) . They
were used on each one of the three ships making daily trips between these two towns . Over the yearsAdditional or replacement cancelers (showing the ship's trip number) we re introduced (Fig . 43 - 45).

1 of these types are most often found either on the back of letters as transit marks) or on postal
cards with imprinted stamp . On stamps of the seated or standing Helvetia and/or Cross and Figure
type denominations these floating offices' cancels are VERY rare (a checklist in 1968 contained about
70 entries for all 6 types combined), indicating that very little mail actually was written and posted
on board .

	

-

POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONSIN
SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN, PART

THE SWISS NAVY (or cancellations applied in or
near Switzerland on or near bodies of water).

By Felix Ganz



In 1874 the North Eastern Railroad (Nordostbahn) took over operation of all Zürichsee ships (there
had been, at times, rivaling companies), and by 1875 (fall) trains began to circulate along the left shore,
gradually eliminating the need for the SPOs . All were eliminated for good in 1894 after the right shore
rail line was opened.

B) In more recent times, practices similar to those in effect on other lakes so far discussed '
been instituted on Lake Zurich as well . Passenger boats (of up to 1500 capacity) feature official mail-

boxes: and mail, before being posted in
either Zürich or Rapperswil (and possibly
other line head offices) receives a ship's
marking (dated usually) next to the stamps
(Fig.46) . -- This observation thus covers
paragraph C) for this lake as well . No
markings of ship cancelers ON postage
stamps are known to this writer ; but favor
items may have been fabricated at one time
or another.

D) After the North Eastern RR took over operations of all shipping business on this lake, twenty-
five ship stations along both shores received

	

an off-center, double oval
form (Fig. 47) , not unlike those of town markings from the Cape Colony !
They are easily identified because they feature an anchor above the date.
On mail -- IF they exist legitimately at all (and the picture shown at right
is really no proof because it looks very "manufactured") -- they would rate
extreme rarity; but their use is documented on freight receipts and as sig-
nature or letter flap markings . As an interesting aftermath it should be
revealed that some of these cancellations, several times recut, are STILL
in use . The thrifty RR company first converted most of these markings into train station cancellers
when rail traffic replaced boat traffic ; and at least the station of the village of Uerikon (now part of,
the federal railways) uses the ancient datestamp, minus the inner oval, minus the anchor, but with
station number added above the rim, to this day ! Longevity indeed . . . and proof of solid workmanship.

VI. WalenseeorWallensee (lac de Walenstadt, according to Franz Liszt)
This sister lake of Lake Zurich, separated from it by the flats of Ziegelbrücke, has always been

known for its mean currents and sudden storms.
It is therefore almost symptomatic that the only
marking (postal) from this lake should be a cata-
strophe item, affixed to mail brought ashore
weeks after the mail/passenger craft DELPHIN
missed the landing place at Weesen during a
nocturnally raging superstorm back in 1850 and
slammed into the rocks across the town, drown-
ing one and all. This story is related in detail
in the Swiss Philatelic Journal of December, 1970 . Several other steamers also sank over the years,
with loss of lives and cargo, and everyone breathed easier when the rail line along the southern shore
(line Zurich-Rapperswil-Weesen-Chur) was opened around 1869 . The northern shore, sparsely populated
to this day, still has no through road, and the completely isolated hamlet of Quinten still gets its daily
mail by (small motor) boat . No markings are affixed, however, for or on this brief crosslake run.

VII. Bodensee (Lake Constance ; Switzerland/Austria/Germany = Baden/Bavaria/Wuerttemberg)
Many collectors undoubtedly have seen, if not owned, those curious, though legitimately fabricated

cards addressed usually to a Mr . Maus (and bearing postmarks of the late 1890s and early 1900s) o
which are pasted side by side, and then canceled by one canceler, stamps of Germany, Bavaria
Wuerttemberg, Austria, and Switzerland . This unusual, though tolerated philatelic plaything
was possible because Lake Constance is an international body of water, and ships of all five riparian
nations plied its waters in a crisscross of international routes . Because of the ships' landing in ports
of many different nations, reciprocity in mail matters was granted to all five states (later 3) ; and thus
any mail posted on board while the ship was not in port, could be franked with combination franks . In
addition to Mr. Maus' philatelic doodles very legitimate mail with mixed frankings exists ; but none of
these items are seen very often any more . For a while they were almost a drug on the market, and
shunned by real collectors . And now they go for from $10 up . . ..

A) All five bordering nations operated SPOs on their vessels . Samples from all are shown below.

Switzerland, in addition to the two routes shown by cancellations Fig . 49 and 50, had two additional
routes (RORSCHACH-FRIEDRICHSHAF E N and ROMANSHORN - LINDAU) in operation(simil . cancels) .
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